High-Resolution Absorption and Electronic Circular Dichroism Spectra of (R)-(+)-1-Phenylethanol. Confident Interpretation Based on the Synergy between Experiments and Computations.
Using density functional theory and its time-dependent extension for excited states, the S0 →S1 high-resolution vibronic absorption and electronic circular dichroism spectra of (R)-(+)-1-phenylethanol are computed and compared to experimental spectra measured in jet-cooled conditions in the region within 1000 cm-1 of the 0-0 transition. The agreement between theory and computation is satisfactory and allows a confident assignment of several experimental bands in terms of fundamentals of different modes. Cases are documented for which the analysis of optical anisotropy factors, owing to their signed nature, remarkably enhances the possibility of a robust assignment of the experimental absorption bands. Computational analysis shows that the experimental spectra are dominated by Herzberg-Teller contributions and that the electronic circular dichroism spectrum and the anisotropy factors are also strongly modulated by the effect of Duschinsky mixings.